• Belle II at SuperKEKB is a new generation B-factory experiment with 40 times larger luminosity than Belle at KEKB
• Belle II at SuperKEKB is a new generation B-factory experiment with 40 times larger luminosity than Belle at KEKB
• The main purpose is to search for New Physics in the quantum effect in B meson decay
• Online throughput is estimated to be over 1 GB/s so that the online data processing is a computational challenge basf2 framework
• basf2 is a software framework for the Belle II experiment which is supposed to be used in both online and offline processing
• basf2 has modular structure (software pipeline architecture) so that a large scale application can be implemented by combining small modules for specific purpose
• The sub-packages of basf2 extent its functionalities, i. e. networking as a part of HLT package (hbasf2) and grid (gbasf2)
• Parallel processing is also available as: • hbasf2 is a super-framework specialized to HLT and it supports the data transfer between nodes over TCP socket, node management and monitoring
• basf2 is called inside hbasf2 for the actual event processing so that the modular structure of the framework is still kept
Belle II High Level Trigger (HLT) system
• The Belle II HLT system triggers the event data taken from detector in a software way
• Full event reconstruction using the same offline software is performed • Full physics skim (i. e. hadronic event selection) is performed and uninterested events are discarded as the actual software trigger
• Major role: Information of selected events are passed to pixel detector processor for reduction of both data rate and size
• Expected input rate to HLT: 100 kB/event * 30 kHz = 3 GB/s • Expected reduction factor at HLT: 1/3 to 1/5 (< 1 GB/s output) • HLT system consists of units which are basic blocks of event processing • HLT system = O(10) units with 20 worker nodes of many CPU cores ✓~ 2,000 cores @ 3 GHz (at the beginning of the experiment) • FIFO unit test (5.7 GB data) ✓1 process writes, 1 process reads = 2.34 GB/s ✓1 process writes, 4 processes read = 2.21 GB/s ✓4 processes write, 1 process reads = 1.60 GB/s Further Works
• Optimization of data serialization from DataStore is in progress and good improvement of performance is expected with optimized version
• Performance test combined with multi-process based parallel processing (R. Itoh, Poster Session #155) will be done
